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Trip new designs
New classics revisited withthrough a nomadic spirit

TRIP is synonymous with relax and leisure through designs that bathe in the sun and can be 
enjoyed on the beach, on a picnic or in mountain landscapes. A vibrant furniture collection 
thatkeeps you company wherever you decide to go on holiday. Now, this “family of holidaymakers” 
of nomadic soul is expanded with new designs devised by José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales and 
Borja García. These are a director’s chair, a sexy hammock and three circular tables that come in 
different heights and diameters.

The new furniture produced by Diabla consists of lightweight, foldable and funproof creations, 
that adapt to any time and place with total ease. Especially in outdoor spaces that are continually 
reconfigured such as the terrace of a bar or a beach club: “This furniture facilitates movement in 
addition to long term duration and it is an important valueto this type of places,” details José A. 
Gandía-Blasco Canales.

The tubular profiles in lacquered aluminium, ever present in the collection, now shape two seats 
that revisit the classics of industrial design in a more fresh and casual way. “We like to keep 
reinventing folding systems from another era to adapt them into the aluminum universe”, says Borja 
García. After imagining its possibilities in a contemporary context and uses, Diabla returns to play 
with materials, dimensions and colors giving rise to a simplified and current director’s chair, and a 
sensual and expressive hammock. 
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The tables, coming in three different sizes, debut the category in this collection and become the 
perfect allies of both the new pieces and the already known TRIPchairs and reclining hammocks. 
This series of avant-garde design aluminum exterior furniture is perfect for all types of domestic 
spaces or contract projects that have to be frequently reconfigured thanks to its differentiating 
values: they fold easily and weigh and occupy very little. 

That is why TRIP is the ideal furniture collection to choose and enjoy without being tied down.

TRIP

The classic folding wooden furniture 
is updated as you enter the aluminum 
universe.

“TRIP is expanded and sophisticated 
with designs born in order to create new 
moments to be enjoyed.”
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About José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales and Borja García

José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales is the President 
and Creative Director of Gandia Blasco Group. He 
represents his family’s second generation at the head 
of the company and has been responsible for guiding 
the firm’s move towards contemporary design and 
internationalization in the 1990s. He has designed 
some of the most iconic furniture and accessories 
collections for the GANDIABLASCO brand, as well as 
some pieces for GAN, the group’s brand specialized 
in rugs and artisanal accessories. Diabla is the group’s 
third brand and its latest business venture. Diabla’s 
designs express the essence, philosophy and lifestyle 
of the Gandia Blasco Group.

Borja García is a valencian industrial designer and 
architect. His professional career has taken him 
to work on multiple projects independently under 
the personal brand ‘Estudio Borja García’. He also 
contributed in other fields, being the co-founder of 
Nazca, Enproyecto Arquitecture and most recently, 
Made in 2017. His proposals for industrial design and 
architecture have received important national and 
international awards. He is also a regular contributor to 
GANDIABLASCO.



Technical Information
Year: 2022

Designer: José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales and Borja García

Tables
Materials:  Made of thermolacquered
 aluminium.

Sizes: Side table: 48 x 48 x 26h cm
 Low table: 60 x 60 x 41h cm
 Dining table: 90 x 90 x 72h cm

Colours: Frame: white, pink, red, gray, 
anthracite, sand and bronze.

Deckchair and armchair
Materials:  Made of thermolacquered
 aluminium and plastic fabric.

Sizes: Deckchair sexy: 62 x 108 x 77h cm
 Director armchair: 55 x 52 x 85h cm

Colours: Frame: white, pink, red, gray, 
anthracite, sand and bronze.

 Plastic fabrics: white, pink, red, 
gray, anthracite, mustard, sand and 
bronze.
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A new brand with a huge experience behind it

About Gandia Blasco Group
Gandia Blasco Group is a Valencian family company pioneer in the design and 
manufacture of outdoor furniture and spaces, alongside the creation and handmade 
production of designer rugs through its three brands: GANDIABLASCO, GAN and 
DIABLA. Founded in 1941 by José Gandía Blasco, its journey has been marked by 
constant reinvention and the promotion of design culture. The company is chaired by 
José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales, a member of the second generation of the family and 
artistic director of GANDIABLASCO.

DIABLA is a new brand of outdoor furniture, accessories and complementary items. The designs are typically 
casual, original and creative, with new formulas for enjoying outdoor living in all kinds of settings and at any 
time of year. DIABLA is a brand with an inspiring attitude that offers creative ideas for stylish settings. The 
bold, colourful designs not only contribute something new, they are also the expression of new lifestyles.

DIABLA is the third Gandia Blasco Group brand, a new business adventure backed by this prestigious firm 
with close to eight decades of experience in the domestic and international contemporary design sector. The 
collections are developed with the support of resources and expertise accumulated by Gandia Blasco Group 
in terms of the design, production and development culture that prevails in the business.

Press inquiries:
diabla@itcomunicacion.com
Tlf. (+34) 93 362 10 34

Headquartered in Ontinyent (Valencia, Spain) and present in 75 countries, the company is in the process 
of expansion and carries out continuous experimentation and innovation in collaboration with renowned 
designers. Within the framework of its strategy of social responsibility and environmental sustainability, Gandia 
Blasco Group is committed to the durability and circularity of its designs based on the use of recyclable 
and recycled materials and, through the GAN Women Unit social initiative, emphasizes in the preservation 
and updating of artisan techniques and in promoting the economic independence of the craftswomen 
communities of rural India with which the brand collaborates.
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